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1. Let k denote the finite field GF(^), and let fix)=arxr+ • • •

+00 be a polynomial function over k. We define

(1) M if) =     11    e2"/p'/(a)
a (mod p) ,

where p is an odd prime.

Some years ago L. Carlitz and S. Uchiyama [l, pp. 37-39] proved

that

(2) \Mif)\   èir- l)-pw.

This result has raised some questions about the distribution of values

of the M-iunction, and in particular, the question whether Mif) can

equal an integral multiple of p112. The object of this paper is to

determine which polynomial functions satisfy the equality

(3) | Mif) |   = p"2.

2. First we prove

Theorem 1. Let P(f) denote the cyclotomic field generated by Ç = e2*ilp,

where p is an odd prime, and let a be an integer in P(f). Then

(4) | a |   = p1'2

if and only if

(5) a = ± f.   H   r2 (Oáláí- i).
r (mod p)

By a well-known property of the Gauss sum, it is obvious that (4)

holds if (5) holds.

To prove the converse, we first suppose that a, ß are integers in

P(f) such that

(6) \a\   =  1/31   = p1'2.

Then

(7) a-ä = p,       ß-ß = p,
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and since (1—f) is a prime ideal of i?(f) such that (p) = (1— f)"-1,

(4) implies

(«-a) - («)2 = (1 - f)"-1,

0?-/3) = (/3)2 = (l - t)*-i.

Consequently

(9) a = e(l - f)^1"2,       ^ = £,(l-f)<"-1)/2,

where €, e' are units. We note immediately that

a'

(10) v = -
a

is a unit, and we note by (6) that |ij| = 1.

Since 77 is a unit, it satisfies some polynomial ft (a:) with integer coeffi-

cients, and since |rj| =1, we have

(11) ,-i=l.

If we set

(12) v(i) = F(i>0?) (1 g i ^ p - 1),

where F(<) is the automorphism of ^(f) defined by

(13) r«>:f-»f< (láiáí-1),

it is clear from Galois theory that

(14) ,«•*<« = 1 (1 *g*2i #- 1).

Since (12) comprises all the roots of A(x), we see from (14) that the

conjugates of n are unimodular. Therefore we know [2, Theorem 910,

p. 223] that n must be a root of unity; i.e.,

(15) r» = ± p (O^íáí-1).

We have already noted that

(16) Z  r'
r (mod p)

=   A1/2.

Therefore, if aERiÇ) and |a| =p112, we conclude that

(i7) « = ±r-   Er2 (0<J|Í- 1).
r (mod p)

This completes the proof of the theorem.

3. We now prove
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Theorem 2. The total number T of polynomial functions f over k

such that | Mif) \ =p112 is given by

2p-p\
(18) T =

2<p-i)/2

Suppose / is a polynomial function such that

(i9) Mif)=   £ r2.
r (mod p)

Using the identity

H r2 = i + 2- H r«,
r (mod p) x(a)=-l

we note that by putting

H    r2 = ao + aif + • • • + ap-ú*-1,
r (mod p)

we have
a0 = 1,

(2    ixii) = 1),
Oi =  < I » á í - 1 .

lO    (of(otherwise),

Therefore if a is a fixed number in k such that %ia) = 1, there are pre-

cisely two numbers bo, bi in k such that/(&0) =/(&i) =a; furthermore,

there is a unique number c in k such that/(c) =0. This last statement

is in fact a necessary and sufficient condition for a function / to

satisfy (19), so the number of such functions is

(D(';2)-o=
p\

2<P-D/2

where the symbols in (20) are binomial coefficients.

Suppose now that g is a function such that

(2i) Mig) = + r-   H r1      iiûszp-1).
T (mod p)

Since the field P(f ) must have an automorphism which maps the right

member of (19) onto its negative, it is obvious that we can rewrite

(21) in the form

(22) Mig) =   11 rM,
T (mod p)

where mir) is a quadratic polynomial in r. Using the properties of a

quadratic polynomial over k and the earlier combinatorial argu-
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ments, we find that the number of functions g that satisfy (21) is

also given by (20). Finally, since there are 2p sums in (5), we con-

clude that

2(p-D/2

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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